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Hyperfine structure of ND3
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Pure inversion spectra for theuJ,K&5u1,1& level of 14ND3 and of 15ND3 are recorded at 10 kHz resolution
using a molecular-beam microwave-UV double-resonance spectrometer. The observed spectra are fully as-
signed, and the energies of alluJ,K&5u1,1& hyperfine levels of both deuterated ammonia isotopomers are
obtained. The shifting and splitting of the manifold of hyperfine levels in external electric fields is calculated
and its implications for molecular-beam deceleration and trapping experiments are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There currently is a rapidly growing interest in the phy
ics of cold molecules, in general@1,2#, and in the physics of
cold polar gases, in particular@3#. This interest stems, fo
instance, from the anticipated importance of the anisotro
interaction between electric dipoles on the formation o
molecular Bose-Einstein condensate@4#, from the possibility
to use single-component cold polar gases for the observa
of the superfluid transition@5#, and from the possibility to
use arrays of trapped polar molecules for quantum comp
tion @6#.

There are now three techniques via which samples
trapped cold molecules have been produced. Photoass
tion of trapped alkali atoms has been used to produce tr
lationally cold alkali dimers, which have subsequently be
trapped in a far-off-resonance optical trap@7# and, more re-
cently, in a quadrupole magnetic trap@8#. Magnetic trapping
of paramagnetic molecules thermalized in a He buffer
has been demonstrated as well@9#. In the third method, ex-
plored in our laboratory, time-varying electric fields are us
to first decelerate pulsed beams of polar molecules@10–12#,
after which ‘‘bunches’’ of these slow molecules are elect
statically confined@13,14#. In the most recent experiments,
is demonstrated that in a single deceleration and load
cycle, both~bosonic! 14ND3 and ~fermionic! 15ND3 ammo-
nia isotopomers can be trapped, even simultaneously, at
sities higher than 107/cm3 and at temperatures of around 2
mK @15#.

To further increase the phase-space density, i.e., to fur
increase the number density and/or to decrease the tem
ture, evaporative cooling@16# of the electrostatically trappe
ammonia molecules will be experimentally investigated.
such experiments, selective removal of the hottest amm
molecules can be achieved when an rf knife is used to ind
transitions from the trapped to the untrapped componen
the uJ,K&5u1,1& inversion doublet. For this, the hyperfin
structure of these particular levels in ammonia, with a
without electric fields, needs to be accurately known. Kno
edge on the hyperfine structure of ammonia is also requ
to prepare these molecules in selected~subsets of! hyperfine
levels in either one of the components of the inversion d
blet prior to scattering or trapping experiments.
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In this paper we report on the pure inversion spectra
the uJ,K&5u1,1& level of 14ND3 and 15ND3. Although the
hyperfine structure of14NH3 has been studied in the utmo
detail @17–25# and its inversion doubling is often being use
as a textbook example, the inversion spectra of the deu
ated isotopomers of ammonia have received consider
less attention@26–32#. Surprisingly, to the best of our knowl
edge, the hyperfine structure for the deuterated isotopom
has neither been resolved nor analyzed at all so far. In
experiments reported here, the inversion spectra in the~1.4–
1.6!-GHz region are recorded at 10 kHz resolution using
molecular-beam microwave-UV double-resonance spectr
eter. The observed spectra are quantitatively understood,
the energies of alluJ,K&5u1,1& hyperfine levels of both deu
terated ammonia isotopomers are obtained. Implications
the behavior of the manifold of hyperfine levels in elect
fields, both for deceleration and for trapping experiments,
discussed.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments are performed in a pulsed molecu
beam spectrometer, schematically shown in Fig. 1. A pul
valve ~modified General Valve, Series 9! expands a
150-ms-duration gas pulse containing typically 5% of14ND3
or 15ND3 seeded in Xe into the source chamber. The m
intense part of the beam, which has a mean velocity
around 365 m/s, enters the second vacuum chamber v
skimmer with a 1.5-mm-diameter opening. Both vacuu
chambers are pumped by 500 l/s turbo molecular pumps
the second chamber, the beam passes through a 15-cm
hexapole state selector, the entrance of which is moun
15.8 cm downstream from the nozzle. The hexapole cons
of 4-mm-diameter electrodes, positioned on the outside o
circle with a 4 mmradius. In the molecular beam, about 60
of all the ND3 molecules will reside in theuJ,K&5u1,1& in-
version doublet, as this is the ground state for para-ammo
molecules. In the hexapole, molecules in quantum states
a positive Stark effect~the upper component of the inversio
doublet; a symmetry! are focused, whereas molecules
quantum states with a negative Stark effect~the lower com-
ponent of the inversion doublet;s symmetry! are defocused.
This results, therefore, in population inversion between m
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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hyperfine levels of the two inversion doublet compone
close to the molecular-beam axis, downstream from
hexapole.

At a distance of 21 cm from the end of the hexapole,
molecular beam passes through an rf stripline. There, rf
diation that is resonant with transitions between hyperfi
levels in the upper and lower component of the invers
doublet can be applied to the molecules. For14ND3, radia-
tion around 1.6 GHz is required@32#, while the correspond-
ing transition for 15ND3 is around 1.4 GHz@31#. The strip-
line is impedance matched@33# to the rf source~50 V! and is
built out of three aluminum electrodes. The outer two el
trodes, both at ground potential, have a width of 40 m
These electrodes are separated by 19 mm. The middle
trode, connected to the rf source, is 20 mm wide and 3
thick. With this geometry, the reflected power is below 1
over the entire frequency range used in the experime
while the transmitted power is typically 85%. The molecu
beam passes along the center of the 8-mm opening betw
the lower two electrodes. The field that the molecules ex
rience is fairly homogeneous over the 20 mm width of t
middle electrode, and gradually decreases on either side
a typical distance of 5 mm. An rf synthesizer~Hewlett Pack-
ard, HP8657B!, providing radiation throughout the 0.1–206
MHz range with a maximum output power of 50 mW, is us
as radiation source. Both the frequency and the output po
of the rf source can be computer controlled. Calibration
the frequency of the radiation of the rf source to about 1028

is achieved by connecting the output to a frequency coun
stabilized by an atomic-clock reference signal.

The hexapole is set such that the molecular beam is
cused in the laser detection region, some 15 cm downstr
from the rf-interaction region. There, the molecules are i
ized via a~211!-resonance enhanced multiphoton ionizati
process@34#. The required laser radiation of around 317 n
is obtained by frequency doubling the output of a Nd:YA
~yttrium aluminum garnet! laser pumped pulsed dye-las
system ~Spectra Physics, GCR-190/Radiant, Narrowsc

FIG. 1. Scheme of the pulsed molecular-beam spectrom
ND3 seeded in Xe is expanded from a pulsed valve. After pass
through the skimmer, the ammonia molecules fly through a~pulsed!
hexapole lens which focuses~defocuses! the molecules that are in
the upper~lower! component of the inversion doublet. Populatio
inversion between these components therefore exists when the
ecules enter the'3-cm-long rf-interaction region behind the hex
pole. There, radiation is applied that is resonant with theuJ,K&
5u1,1&a→s transition. By selectively probing the population in th
s component of the inversion doublet via UV laser ionization a
function of the rf frequency, the pure inversion spectrum is recor
~almost! background-free.
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combination!. Typically, about 10 mJ/pulse in a 0.05 cm21

spectral bandwidth is focused into the detection region b
lens with a focal length of 50 cm, intersecting the molecu
beam at right angles. The ions produced in the focus of
laser are extracted into a short time-of-flight mass spectr
eter and are mass-selectively detected.

In the laser detection region, the density of ammonia m
ecules in either thea-symmetry or thes-symmetry compo-
nent can be probed. Microwave spectra are obtained by s
ning the rf frequency while keeping the detection laser fix
on a resonance. When thea level is probed~on theDK5
11, DJ512 transition at 31 511.0 cm21 for 14ND3 @34#,
and redshifted over some 10 cm21 for 15ND3), a microwave
transition is observed as a decrease in the ion signal, whe
an increase in the ion signal is observed when thes level is
probed ~on the DK511, DJ512 transition at
31 136.7 cm21 for 14ND3 @34#, and again somewhat red
shifted for 15ND3). The best signal-to-noise ratio for th
inversion spectra is obtained in the latter situation, as rf tr
sitions are then measured as an increase in the ion si
against a strongly reduced background signal. The remain
background signal is due to ammonia molecules origina
already residing in the lower component of the inversi
doublet that travel close to the hexapole axis and that
hardly deflected. The insertion of a 1-mm-diameter be
stop directly behind the hexapole reduces this backgro
signal to about 70% of its original value and thereby furth
increases the detection sensitivity.

To focus ammonia molecules in low-field seeking sta
in the laser detection region, a constant voltage differenc
about 2.5 kV can be applied to neighboring rods of the he
pole. As the electric field near the entrance and the exit of
hexapole drops off to zero on a typical distance of abou

FIG. 2. Pure inversion spectrum of14ND3 (uJ,K&5u1,1&), mea-
sured by probing both the upper component~upper trace! and the
lower component~lower trace! of the inversion doublet. The spectr
are recorded at high microwave powers~1 mW! and are power
broadened. Assignment of the mainF18→F19 features is given in the
spectrum.
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HYPERFINE STRUCTURE OF ND3 PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 032501 ~2002!
mm, the molecules then experience an increasing and
creasing electric field on the tens of microseconds time sc
This is slow enough for the molecules to follow the Sta
curves adiabatically. This results, however, in a complica
population distribution over the various hyperfine levels
those molecules that enter the rf-interaction region; hyper
levels composed of~at least some! MF sublevels that are
low-field seeking will be predominantly populated. Mo
ecules in some hyperfine levels will not be focused at all
which case microwave transitions originating from these l
els are absent in the spectra, complicating the spectral as
ment. Therefore, in most of the experiments reported be
a 8.5 kV voltage difference that can be rapidly switched
and off is applied to neighboring hexapole rods for a 110ms
duration when the gas pulse is completely inside the he
pole. The high voltage is switched on and off on a 200
time scale, which is sufficiently fast to break the adiaba
following as the hyperfine levels are all within a few meg
hertz from each other~vide infra!. This leads to a redistribu
tion of the population over various hyperfine levels within
component of the inversion doublet, obeying theDMF50
selection rule. As the switching off of the electric field do
not affect the velocity of the molecules, molecules resid
in hyperfine levels of the upper inversion doublet compon

FIG. 3. The five mainF18→F19 transitions in the microwave
spectrum of14ND3, recorded with a spectral resolution of 10 kH
The upper trace in each of the graphs shows the experimental s
trum while the lower trace is the simulated spectrum, using
parameters in the Hamiltonian as obtained from the best fit.
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which almost experience no Stark effect, will now be f
cused in the detection region as well. In the simulation of
spectra it is assumed that upon entering the rf-transition
gion, all hyperfine levels of the upper inversion doublet co
ponent are equally populated, which appears to describe
experimental situation rather well.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Inversion spectra of 14ND3

In Fig. 2 an overview spectrum is shown of theuJ,K&
5u1,1& inversion spectrum of14ND3 as obtained by probing
the population in the upper component~top trace! and in the
lower component~bottom trace! of the inversion doublet un-
der otherwise identical conditions. It is clear that the low
spectrum has the better signal-to-noise ratio. To be abl
also observe the weaker spectral features, a relatively hig
power of 1 mW is used for these measurements. Under th
conditions many of the transitions observed in the spectr
are saturated and the observed linewidth for those transit
is mainly determined by power broadening. From the m
surements presented in the upper trace it is seen that u
30% of the molecules originally distributed over hyperfi
levels of thea-symmetry component are optically pumped
a selected subset of hyperfine levels in thes-symmetry com-
ponent.

The main structure observed in these spectra can be
derstood by only taking the quadrupole interaction of the14N
nucleus into account. This is the dominant interaction te
and leads to a splitting of each component of the invers
doublet into three~groups of! levels. Each of these~groups
of! levels can be labeled by the quantum numberF1, where
FW 15JW1 IWN , IWN being the nitrogen nuclear-spin vector. Th
F18→F19 assignment of the main groups of lines is indicat
in the lower spectrum of Fig. 2. It should be noted that t

ec-
e

FIG. 4. The weakF1850→F1952 and F1852→F1950 transi-
tions for 14ND3, recorded at increased rf powers of 0.25 mW a
0.13 mW, respectively. Underneath the experimental spectra,
simulated spectra are shown.
1-3
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TABLE I. Adjustable parameters in the Hamiltonian, together with their correspondence to parame
the more commonly used notation. Their values as obtained from the best fit to the experimentally ob
14ND3 and 15ND3 transition frequencies are given. The standard deviation of the fit is about 2 kHz, bo
14ND3 and 15ND3.

Parameters~MHz! for

Symmetry
group
formalism Ref.@25# 14NH3

a 15NH3
b 14ND3

15ND3

ct
c V t 23694.4955 22613.4955 1589.0094~3! 1430.3384~6!

cQN A15/8eQqs 25.6025 0 25.591~2! 0
dcQN A15/8(eQqa2eQqs) 0.0038 0 0.0000 0
cJN1 2(2a1b)/A3 20.0117 0.0165 20.0062~4! 0.0082
cJN2 2A10/3(a2b) 20.0002 0.0003 20.00018 0.00013
cJD1 2(3A1C) 0.0549 0.0549 0.005~1! 0.004~1!

cJD2 A10C 20.0030 20.0030 20.0002 20.0002
cJD3 A30B 0.0802 0.0802 0.0062 0.0062
cND1

d 23A10D1 0.0231 20.0323 0.0035 20.0050
cND2

d A30D2 20.0575 0.0806 20.009~2! 0.017~6!

cDD1
d 3A5/2D3 0.1289 0.1289 0.003 0.003

cDD2
d 0.2233 0.2233 0.005 0.005

cQD1 0 0 20.221~9! 20.221~8!

cQD2 0 0 0.429~3! 0.434~3!

aValues taken from Ref.@25#.
bValues scaled to parameters from14NH3.
cOnly the statistical error is indicated. Electric-field components along the molecular-beam axis can c
maximum Doppler shift of 1.8 kHz. As the field is directed mainly perpendicular to the molecular-beam
this effect will be small, however.
dInitial approximate values for these parameters can be calculated from the geometry (RND.1.02 Å and
b.68 °538) of the molecule via the following formulas:cND1.3A10(gN /I N)(gD /I D)m0

2@(3/2)sin2b
21#/RND

3 , cND2.23A15/2(gN /I N)(gD /I D)m0
2 sin2b/RND

3 , cDD1.3A5/2@(gD /I D)m0#2/RDD
3 , cDD2

.A3cDD1, in which m0 is the nuclear magneton. In the fitting procedure only the largest parameter (cND2)
could be further refined.
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0→1 and 0→2 transitions, as well as some other lines orig
nating fromF1850 levels, are only observed when the hex
pole is rapidly switched off, as is done here, i.e., when red
tribution of the population over the hyperfine levels occu
As F1 is almost a good quantum number, theDF1562
transitions are only weakly allowed, and are therefore c
siderably less power broadened.

In Fig. 3 experimental high-resolution inversion spectra
the spectral regions around the five strongestF18→F19 transi-
tions are shown. All five spectra are plotted on the sa
intensity scale, and are recorded under identical conditio
For these measurements the rf power is reduced to 5mW to
stay sufficiently far away from saturation. For allF18→F19
transitions, a rich substructure is observed. The width of i
lated spectral lines is observed to be about 10 kHz, in g
agreement with the linewidth expected for transit-tim
broadening of the ~relatively slow! molecules passing
through the effectively 30-mm-wide rf-interaction regio
The lower trace in each of the graphs is a simulation ba
on the best fit to the experimentally determined transit
frequencies, as will be discussed in more detail below. In
simulation, a Gaussian line shape with a 10-kHz linewid
~full width at half maximum! is used. Both the peak positio
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and the relative intensities of most features are well rep
duced.

In Fig. 4 the corresponding high-resolution spectra for
weakerDF1562 transitions, recorded with higher rf pow
ers, are shown. These spectra are also well reproduce
simulations based on the results of the best fit, shown as
lower trace in each graph.

It should be emphasized that for all high-resolution m
crowave spectra presented here, no significant change
observed when the ionization laser is tuned to a differ
transition, i.e., when a different intermediate state is use
probe the population in the same component of the invers
doublet; apparently there is no significant hyperfine-level
lectivity in the UV-laser based detection process.

B. Energy levels, fitting parameters, and Stark effect
for 14ND3

To assign and simulate the experimental spectra, a gen
formalism to describe the Hamiltonian for the four differe
symmetric top ammonia isotopomers (14NH3, 15NH3,
14ND3, and 15ND3) is used. The generalized tensor coupli
scheme that is set up allows the Hamiltonian to be tested
1-4
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HYPERFINE STRUCTURE OF ND3 PHYSICAL REVIEW A 66, 032501 ~2002!
the experimentally well-characterized14NH3 system @25#,
prior to being applied to the more complex deuterated a
monia isotopomers.

To describe the hyperfine structure in the required de
all the spin-spin and spin-rotation terms off-diagonal inF1

need to be taken into account@25#. As the three deuterium
atoms are in equivalent positions, their nuclear spins
coupled to give the overall deuterium nuclear-spin angu

momentum vectorIWD . This vector couples toFW 1 to obtainFW ,
providing the ~only! good quantum numbersF and MF .
Note that, as the formalism is generalized to describe
isotopomers mentioned above, any time that deuterium
mentioned, one can read hydrogen instead as well. The
wave function of the molecule is represented via the c
pling of vibration ~inversion tunneling!, rotation, and spin
wave functions, all of them being treated as tensors. Both
wave functions and the Hamiltonian are reduced to the i
ducible symmetry representation. A detailed description
this formalism will be given elsewhere@35#.

The parameters used in the Hamiltonian are given in
first column of Table I. Here we will just briefly indicate th
physical meaning of the various parameters, in order of th
appearance in the table. The parameterct describes the mag
nitude of the inversion splitting. The parametercQN repre-
sents the strength of the quadrupole interaction of the ni
gen atom, whiledcQN is a correction to that term for th
upper inversion doublet component only, probably due t
slight difference in the internal electric field@25#. The param-
eterscJN1 and cJN2 determine the coupling strength of th
rotational angular momentumJW and the nuclear spin of th
nitrogen atomIWN . The next three parameters,cJD1 , cJD2,
and cJD3 describe the interaction of the rotational angu
momentum with the total nuclear spin of the deuterium
oms. The parameterscND1 and cND2 describe the spin-spin
interaction between the nitrogen and deuterium atoms, w
cDD1 and cDD2 describe the spin-spin interaction betwe
two deuterium atoms. Finally,cQD1 and cQD2 describe the
quadrupole interaction of the deuterium atoms. The co
sponding parameters in the more conventional representa
of the Hamiltonian@18,25# are given in Table I as well.

An approximate initial value for most parameters in t
Hamiltonian for 14ND3 is obtained by an appropriate scalin
of the corresponding~known! parameters for14NH3, given
in the third column of Table I. To do so, the formula for th
nuclear magnetic moment as given in Ref.@36# is used. It is
noted that the nuclear magnetic moment has to be scale
the absolute value of the nuclear spin, which is actually
done in most textbooks and which is the~trivial! explanation
for the apparent discrepancy discussed at length in the p
of Kukolich @37#. The parameters in the Hamiltonian th
best describe the experimental data for14ND3, as obtained
by fitting the observed transition frequencies of 33 more
less isolated lines, are listed in the fifth column of Table
For each parameter the standard deviation from the fi
indicated between brackets. Those parameters that are l
without standard deviation are kept fixed in the fitting pr
cedure at the values obtained from direct scaling fr
14NH3, as these parameters cannot be further refined, i.e
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standard deviations larger than the actual value of the par
eters are obtained when attempting to fit these paramete

In Fig. 5 the energy-level structure of14ND3 (uJ,K&
5u1,1&), as obtained from the best fit to the experimen
data, is shown. Zero energy is chosen as the position of
lower inversion doublet component when all interactions
switched off, i.e., when all parameters in the first column
Table I exceptct are equal to zero. The main splitting i
three sets of levels, labeled by the quantum numberF1, in
each of the components of the inversion doublet is cause
the quadrupole interaction of the14N nucleus, as discusse
before. The nuclear spins of the deuterium atoms cause
ditional splittings, shown enlarged for theF151 component
on the right-hand side of the figure. Within each compon
of the inversion doublet, all hyperfine levels are within
approximate 1.5 MHz energy range. In the figure, t
~groups of! transitions observed in the spectra shown in F
2 are schematically indicated. The energies of the 32 hy
fine levels~16 levels for each component of the inversio
doublet! are given in Table II, together with the quantu
numbersF1 , I D , andF.

With all the hyperfine levels of theuJ,K&5u1,1& state in
14ND3 known, the splitting and shifting of the individua
hyperfine levels in external electric fields can be calculat
using the same tensor coupling scheme. For this, the b
matrices describing the levels in thes-symmetry and the
a-symmetry components are coupled via the appropriatEW

•dW coupling terms, and the full matrix is diagonalized.
Fig. 6 the calculated Stark shift for the manifold of hyperfi
levels is shown in electric fields up to 100 V/cm. It is se
from this figure that none of theMF components of the two
F150 hyperfine levels in thea-symmetry component of the
inversion doublet is low-field seeking. Molecules in the
two levels will not be focused therefore, explaining the a
sence of the transitions originating from these levels in sp
tra that are recorded when the hexapole is operated
constant voltages, as discussed earlier. Only theF54 level

FIG. 5. Energy-level structure of14ND3 (uJ,K&5u1,1&). The
quadrupole interaction of the14N atom causes the main splitting o
both the upper and the lower component of the inversion double
three levels, labeled with the quantum numberF1. The nuclear
spins of the deuterium atoms cause additional splittings, shown
larged for theF151 component at the right-hand side of the figur
The strong~weak! F18→F19 transitions observed in the experiment
spectra are indicated by solid~dashed! arrows.
1-5
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of the central group ofF152 hyperfine levels in the uppe
component of the inversion doublet has bothMF compo-
nents that are low-field seeking, andMF components that are
hardly shifted in energy in an electric field. The most int
esting, anda priori not expected, feature of the Stark curv
shown in Fig. 6 is that four hyperfine levels of theF152
group of levels, as well as all hyperfine levels belonging

TABLE II. Hyperfine energy levels for14ND3 (uJ,K&5u1,1&) as
obtained from the best fit to the experimental data. For each hy
fine level, the number ofMF components that is shifted~up in the
a-symmetry level or down in thes-symmetry level! is indicated.

s level a level

F1 I D F Energy Levels F1 I D F Energy Levels
~MHz! shifted ~MHz! shifted

0 2 2 21.0322 All 0 1 1 1587.9758 0
0 1 1 21.0312 All 0 2 2 1587.9758 0
2 2 3 20.1506 All 2 2 0 1588.8262 0
2 1 1 20.1431 All 2 2 1 1588.8532 0
2 2 2 20.1138 All 2 1 2 1588.8566 0
2 1 3 20.1107 All 2 2 4 1588.8839 2
2 2 4 20.0780 All 2 1 3 1588.9069 All
2 2 1 20.0625 All 2 2 2 1588.9387 All
2 1 2 20.0576 All 2 1 1 1588.9651 All
2 2 0 20.0118 All 2 2 3 1588.9665 All
1 2 1 0.4684 0 1 1 0 1589.4678 All
1 1 1 0.4938 0 1 2 2 1589.4819 All
1 2 3 0.4976 0 1 1 2 1589.5150 All
1 1 2 0.5141 0 1 2 3 1589.5301 All
1 2 2 0.5526 0 1 1 1 1589.5302 All
1 1 0 0.5680 0 1 2 1 1589.5968 All

FIG. 6. Calculated Stark shift for the manifold of hyperfine le
els of 14ND3 in electric fields up to 100 V/cm.
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the highest energyF151 group of levels in the upper com
ponent of the inversion doublet are exclusively low-fie
seeking. For each hyperfine level the number ofMF compo-
nents that is shifted in an electric field~up for the
a-symmetry component and down for thes-symmetry com-
ponent! is summarized in Table II.

When differentMF components are degenerate in ze
electric field, Majorana transitions can occur. In the Sta
decelerator, for instance, the molecules pass through an a
of electric-field sections that are switched a large numbe
times from high field to low field. In that case, ‘‘low fields
are typically still a few kV/cm, i.e.,~very! far from zero
electric field, preventing Majorana transitions that wou
otherwise lead to beam loss. The rapid switching of the fi
in the decelerator will lead to scrambling between the va
ous low-field seekingMF components, as these stay within
few megahertz from each other almost independent of
strength of the electric field, but this does not lead to be
loss. In the quadrupolar electrostatic trapping geometry
we have used thus far for trapping of the ND3 molecules,
however, the electric field is really zero at the trap cen
@13#. Here, the trapped ammonia molecules, i.e., the am
nia molecules in low-field seekingMF levels, can undergo
Majorana transitions, possibly leading to trap loss. As, pr
erentially, the coldest molecules are removed via those M
jorana transitions, this leads to heating of the remain
sample of trapped molecules in thermalizing collisions
well. Majorana transitions can be avoided in an electrost
trapping geometry with a nonzero electric field at the tra
ping center, and design studies for such a trap, the analo
the Ioffe-Pritchard magnetic trap, have been made@38#.

For those hyperfine levels of ammonia that are exc
sively low-field seeking, trap loss due to Majorana tran
tions can simply not occur, enabling to stably confine the
molecules in a trapping geometry with a true zero-elect
field region inside. This property is highly relevant and ca
for instance, be exploited in future high-resolution spectr
copy studies. In the quadrupole electrostatic trap, the trap
14ND3 molecules are initially equally distributed over th
various low-field seekingMF states. Even if Majorana tran
sitions are efficient, only molecules in the low-field seeki
MF components of theF152, F54 hyperfine level~two
out of 48 populatedMF components! can be lost from the
trap in the absence of collisions.

C. Energy levels, fitting parameters, and Stark effect
for 15ND3

The high-resolution inversion spectrum has been recor
for the uJ,K&5u1,1& level in 15ND3 as well, and the full
spectrum is shown in Fig. 7. As the15N nucleus has no
quadrupole moment, the main splitting pattern that could
mediately be recognized in the spectrum of14ND3 is now
absent, and the whole spectrum covers less than 400
The upper part shows the spectrum obtained when the h
pole is operated in the pulsed mode, together with the sim
lated spectrum. The lower part shows the spectrum obta
when a constant voltage is applied to the hexapole. Clea
several lines are absent and relative line intensities of o

r-
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lines are different compared to the upper spectrum. From
good match of the simulated spectrum to the upper exp
mental spectrum, it can be concluded that the redistribu
amongst the various hyperfine levels of the upper compon
of the inversion doublet is nearly complete when the volta
on the hexapole are rapidly switched on and off.

The parameters in the Hamiltonian that are obtained fr
a fit to the transition frequencies of 13 more or less isola
lines in the spectrum of15ND3 are listed in the last column
of Table I. An approximate initial value for these paramet
is now obtained by scaling the parameters found for14ND3.
The energies of the 22 hyperfine levels~11 levels for each
component of the inversion doublet! are given in Table III,
together with the quantum numbersF1 , I D , andF, and the
number ofMF components that is shifted when an elect
field is applied.

In Fig. 8 the calculated Stark shift for the manifold
hyperfine levels of15ND3 is shown in electric fields up to
100 V/cm. It is seen that also in this case seven out of
hyperfine levels in the upper component of the invers
doublet are exclusively low-field seeking, and no Majora
transitions are possible for these levels. As the hyperfine
els in each component of the inversion doublet are wit
300 kHz from each other, it is clear that the redistribution
the population over the various hyperfine levels by rapi
switching the fields in the hexapole is rather efficient.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In a molecular-beam microwave-UV double-resonan
spectrometer high-resolution pure inversion spectra h
been obtained for14ND3 and 15ND3 para-ammonia mol-
ecules in their ground state. A detailed analysis of the spe
has provided the hyperfine energy levels with their quant
number assignment for both these ammonia isotopom

FIG. 7. High-resolution pure inversion spectra
15ND3 (uJ,K&5u1,1&), measured by probing the lower inversio
level. The upper experimental spectrum is recorded while opera
the hexapole in the pulsed mode, and is shown together with
theoretical spectrum obtained from the best fit to the experime
data. The lower experimental spectrum is recorded when the m
ecules leave the hexapole adiabatically.
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thereby completing the dataset for the symmetric top amm
nia isotopomers, as shown in Table I. The behavior of
manifold of hyperfine levels in external electric fields is ca
culated, and its implications for molecular-beam decelerat
and electrostatic trapping experiments are discussed. In
ticular, it is noted that most hyperfine levels in deutera
ammonia are exclusively low-field seeking. Molecules
these hyperfine levels can be trapped in regions with a
zero electric field, as potential experimental loss proces
due to Majorana transitions are avoided. It is difficult
more generally predict if a certain molecule will have th
property in electric fields. A necessary requirement for this
that the quadratic Stark effect dominates over the linear S
effect and that at least one of the atoms in the molecule

g
e

al
l-

TABLE III. Hyperfine energy levels for15ND3 (uJ,K&5u1,1&)
as obtained from the best fit to the experimental data. For e
hyperfine level, the number ofMF components that is shifted~up in
thea-symmetry level or down in thes-symmetry level! is indicated.

s level a level

F1 I D F Energy Levels F1 I D F Energy Levels

~MHz! shifted ~MHz! shifted

3/2 1 1/2 20.1186 All 3/2 1 3/2 1430.1978 0

3/2 2 5/2 20.0853 All 3/2 2 1/2 1430.1990 0

3/2 2 3/2 20.0816 All 3/2 2 7/2 1430.3086 2

3/2 1 5/2 20.0139 All 1/2 2 5/2 1430.3149 2

1/2 1 3/2 20.0090 All 3/2 1 5/2 1430.3328 All

3/2 2 7/2 0.0196 All 3/2 1 3/2 1430.3362 All

1/2 2 5/2 0.0247 2 3/2 2 1/2 1430.3405 All

3/2 1 3/2 0.0519 0 1/2 1 3/2 1430.3462 All

1/2 1 1/2 0.0560 0 1/2 2 3/2 1430.4353 All

3/2 2 1/2 0.0926 0 3/2 2 5/2 1430.4366 All

1/2 2 3/2 0.0966 0 3/2 1 1/2 1430.4627 All

FIG. 8. Calculated Stark shift for the manifold of hyperfine le
els of 15ND3 in electric fields up to 100 V/cm.
1-7
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a nuclear spin. All symmetric top ammonia isotopome
share this property.

In the present experiments, we have rapidly switched
electric field in the hexapole on and off to achieve a n
complete redistribution of the ammonia molecules over
various hyperfine levels prior to entering the rf-interacti
region. This was mainly done to have better defined ini
conditions in the microwave experiment, to simplify the i
terpretation of the experimental data, and to get additio
spectroscopic information. By implementing a separ
electric-field section with time-varying homogeneous elec
fields in between the hexapole and the rf-interaction reg
transitions between hyperfine levels can be induced i
more controlled way. From the calculated Stark curves it
be deduced which field strengths and switching times
required to optimize or minimize the population redistrib
tion. It is expected that in this case the redistribution of
molecules over the various hyperfine levels can be quan
tively understood and controlled. Preparation of a beam
ammonia molecules in selected~subsets of! hyperfine levels,
either via controlled redistribution or via rf transitions, w
be important for future scattering and trapping experimen
-

in

.
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at
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In future molecular-beam experiments, the resolution
the microwave spectra can still be significantly improved
lengthening the interaction time of the molecules with the
radiation. This can be achieved by enlarging the
interaction region and/or by reducing the average velocity
the molecular beam, e.g., by passing the molecular be
through a Stark decelerator or through an alternate grad
decelerator prior to entering the rf interaction region@10–
12#. Ultimately, these rf-transitions are measured for the a
monia molecules stored in the trap, in which case the spec
resolution is only limited by the trapping time.
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